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Abstract 
We discuss a model of a complex system that could be used as an experimental virtual reality platform to study learning outcomes of a population 
of simple cognitive agents unable to express concepts analytically and unable to use crisp values. In modeling the cognitive agents, called 
“creatures”, and their learning process we pursue the route of biomimicry and steer away from formal methods and established learning algorithms, 
too complex for minimal creatures. The creatures use “social observational learning”, that is each creature learns from the behaviour of other 
creatures. The creatures may experience fear and/or desire, and are capable of evaluating if a strategy has been applied successfully and of applying 
this strategy again with small changes to a similar but new situation. The creatures are born as “tabula rasa”; i.e. without built-in knowledge base of 
their environment and as they learn they build this knowledge base. We study learning outcomes of a population of such creatures when they are 
learning how to safely cross various types of highways. The highways are implemented as a modified Nagel-Schreckenberg model and each 
creature is provided with a mechanism to reason to cross safely the highway. We present selected simulation results and their analysis. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of scientific committee of Missouri University of Science and Technology. 
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1. Introduction
An autonomous agent is an abstraction of an autonomous entity capable of interacting with its environment and other agents, [1],
[2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. A cognitive agent is an agent capable of performing cognitive acts; i.e. a sequence of the following activities: 
“Perceiving” information in the environment and provided by other agents, “Reasoning” about this information using existing 
knowledge, “Judging” the obtained information using existing knowledge, “Responding” to other cognitive agents or to the external 
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environment, as it may be required, and “Learning”; i.e. changing (and, hopefully augmenting) the existing knowledge if the newly 
acquired information allows it. The most common implementation of the cognitive agent abstraction in virtual reality is a software 
program. In [2] we studied functionality & performance requirements of cognitive agents and proposed the architecture of an 
application independent software implementation of a generic cognitive agent able of providing the required functionality and 
performance. The goal of this work is to identify and discuss a simple example that could be used as an experimental platform to 
identify a minimal cognitive agent. We use biomimicry as our approach and our emphasis is on minimal entities, both in terms of 
storage and in terms of logical primitives (e.g., conjunction, disjunction, and negation).  Thus, on purpose, we steer away from formal 
methods and from established algorithms such as reinforcement learning algorithms. 
In the presented work we study the performance of a population of simple cognitive agents, called “naïve creatures” (in short 
“creatures”), unable to express concepts analytically and unable to use crisp values (i.e., precise or even approximate numbers). The 
naïve creatures are capable of evaluating if a strategy has been applied successfully and capable of applying this strategy again with 
small changes to a similar but new situation. Thus, they are capable of adoption or rejection of the strategy as the result of a learning 
mechanism. We have chosen as a learning mechanism that is called “social learning”, that is, each agent learns from the behaviour of 
other agents [6]. In this paper, we explore the type of social learning that is known as “observational learning” (i.e., “If this situation 
worked well for somebody else, it will probably work for me, and thus I will imitate that somebody else. If this situation did not work 
well for somebody else, it will probably not work for me, thus I will not imitate that somebody else.”, [6]). In the presented work, the 
very first naïve creature attempting to learn has nobody to learn from, thus it has a high probability of failing. However, as time goes 
on, each creature can analyze more and more examples of behaviours of other creatures and draw its conclusions. Hence, it can refine 
its knowledge acquisition and it can improve its learning outcomes.  
We call “naïve algorithm” the learning algorithm used by the naïve creatures. This learning algorithm may be considered as one of 
the simplest possible learning functions of primitive cognitive agents, in our case the naïve creatures learning to cross successfully a 
highway; i.e. first a unidirectional single-lane highway and later, when the environment changes, multi-lane unidirectional highways 
and multi-lane bi-directional highways. The naïve creatures are born as “tabula rasa”; i.e. a “blank slate” and they are provided with 
mechanism to reason to cross safely the highway but they do not have a built-in knowledge base of their environment. Their 
knowledge base is initialized with all variables set to zero. However, the naïve creatures have a built-in template to classify the 
environmental conditions and a reasoning method to make good use of this classification in deciding whether to cross or not to cross 
the highway. As the simulation of the model progresses, the full knowledge base table is populated with values representing the 
evolution of the system. 
We use the developed model to study how the naïve creatures’ population success of crossing a highway is influenced by the 
creatures’ emotional states of fear and/or desire, their ability to change a crossing point and the environmental traffic conditions. 
Also, we study how the transfer of the knowledge base acquired in one learning environment to another one affects creatures’ 
population learning outcomes of successfully crossing a highway. The presented research is an extension of our works [7], [8], and 
[9]. 
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes our model of naïve creatures learning to cross a highway, their learning 
algorithm and their virtual environment.  In Section 3 we present selected simulation results. In Section 4 we provide our 
conclusions.  
2. Virtual universe of naïve creatures learning to cross a highway
Our model of naïve creatures learning to cross a highway is developed under several assumptions about the creatures, their 
process of learning and their environment. In our experimental virtual universe we assume that: (1) the environment is a single lane 
unidirectional highway (the case considered here), or multi-lane unidirectional or bi-directional vehicular traffic, without any 
intersection; (2) a creature is “an autonomous entity capable of interacting with its environment and other agents”; (3) the creature 
has a strong instinct to survive; (4) all creatures are born on one side of the highway; (5) each creature must cross the highway 
without being struck by the oncoming vehicles in order to reach the opposite side of the highway.  
We assume that each creature is capable of: (1) matching simple patterns; (2) evaluating distances in an approximate way; (3) 
evaluating the velocity of moving vehicles in an approximate way; (4) assigning a discrete number (i.e., class identifiers) to an 
approximate class; (5) understanding when another creature has been successful in crossing the highway; (6) repeating the action that 
has previously resulted in success. We equip each creature with a simple mechanism to evaluate the outcome of the crossing of 
creatures that crossed previously. Each creature will try to imitate the successful crossings. If unsuccessful crossings outnumber the 
successful ones, then under similar circumstances the creature will not cross and will wait for better conditions or will try to find a 
better location to cross from. 
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We assume that all creatures, after the first one, witnessed what happen to the creatures that previously crossed the highway. This 
allows building only one knowledge base during the experiment that is available to all creatures. Thus, this allows using a single 
agent learning perspective in a multi-agent perspective. Because all agents share the same knowledge base, because all agents 
contribute to create this knowledge base, and because this knowledge base is the communication channel between all agents, we can 
say that we have implemented a simplified multi-agent learning algorithm founded on a single-agent learning algorithm. 
2.1. Virtual environment of naïve creatures 
We model the highway traffic by adopting the Nagel-Schreckenberg model, [10], [11], [12] and [13]. The model consists of four 
steps that are applied simultaneously to all cars: acceleration, safety distance adjustment, randomization, and change of position. For 
our investigation the implementation of the Nagel-Schreckenberg model requires to modify the Cellular Automata (CA) paradigm 
and to make the evolution of the CA not only dependent on the state of the neighbourhood but also on the current velocity of each 
vehicle, [11], [12] and [13].  In our model the highway may have multiple lanes, with cars travelling in both directions. As customary 
in the traffic modelling literature, we model each lane of unidirectional traffic of a highway as a large number of adjacent cells, with 
each cell representing a segment of a highway of 7.5m in length, [10]. The cars are generated at “starting cells” of each lane of the 
highway independently of each other with car creation probability p. When cars are created, they are assigned a random speed 
between zero and the maximum allowed speed for cars that is set in the configuration file. As some cars may start faster than the 
others, to avoid potential collisions, a queue is used to hold newly generated cars until they are able to actually move into the 
highway without colliding with another car. After a car enters a highway it speeds up until it reaches the allowed maximum velocity 
or until it encounters another car in front of itself. If the encountered car is slower, then the faster car may attempt to pass on the left 
the slower car in the case of multi-lane highway. Depending on the simulation parameters, the faster car may be inclined to return to 
the rightmost lane as soon as possible. To simulate “erratic drivers” the model allows a random deceleration of cars; i.e. it allows 
randomly with probability 0.5 decreasing by one the speed of each car. 
Creatures are generated in a similar way as cars. At each crossing point, the creatures are generated with the same creature 
creation probability. As creatures are generated, they are placed into a queue at the crossing point. In the reported simulation results 
in [8], [9] and those presented here we consider only one crossing point at the initialization step. Creatures attempt to cross the 
highway given a limited set of information about the environment around them. Creatures have a limited horizon of vision and are 
able to perceive only fuzzy levels of speed (e.g., “slow”, “medium”, “fast”) and distance (e.g., “close”, “medium”, “far”) of cars 
within this horizon. The distances and speeds that each creature is able to perceive are set in the configuration file. In the event that a 
creature at some instance of time does not cross the highway because it has become “afraid”, creatures will build up in the queue 
until the creature at the top of the queue decides to finally cross, or move to a different location to attempt to cross from. If the 
simulation setup permits, in the case when the creature is afraid to cross then it can move up stream or down stream of the traffic 
along the highway (to search for a new crossing point to cross from), in each case with probability 1/3, or it can stay in its current 
location with probability 1/3. For this paper we set the number of cells a creature can move along the highway in one time step to 1 
and the maximum distance a creature can deviate from its original crossing point in both directions to 5. If the creature at the top of a 
queue moves to a new location, the creature that was behind moves to the top of the queue. New creatures are generated only at the 
crossing points selected in the initialization step.  
2.2. Naïve creatures’ knowledge base and learning algorithm 
When a creature crosses the highway, information is recorded into the knowledge base of all creatures. The columns of the 
knowledge base table store information about verbal descriptions of velocity (e.g., such as “fast” “medium” and “slow”) and the rows 
of the table store information about verbal descriptions of the distance (e.g., such as “close distance”, “medium distance”, and “far 
distance”). The knowledge base table is initialized as “tabula rasa”; i.e. a “blank slate”, represented with “0” at each location in the 
assumption that all possible (distance, velocity) combinations allow crossing. If a creature successfully crosses the highway the 
perceived (distance, velocity) score in the knowledge base table is increased by one point. If the creature was struck/killed, the score 
is decreased by one point. When a new creature arrives at the top of the queue, the creature consults the knowledge base table to 
decide if it is safe or not to cross. The decision is based on the intelligence/learning algorithm described below for the naïve creature 
with fear and/or desire. 
In order to encourage creatures to cross the highway at the start of the simulation, we impose a special initial condition for each 
(distance, velocity) pair: (1) creatures pay no attention to their knowledge base table or to their fear and/or desire at the start of the 
simulation; (2) this lasts until the first successful crossing of a creature, or five consecutive unsuccessful crossing of the creatures, 
whichever comes first. 
After this initialization, each creature makes its decision to cross or not to cross the highway for a given (distance, velocity) pair 
by combining the “success ratio” of crossing the highway for this (distance, velocity) pair with the creature’s fear and/or desire 
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probabilities, as follows. If a randomly generated creature has both fear and desire, then it will base its decision on the following 
formula: “success ratio + probability of desire – probability of fear”. If a randomly generated creature has only fear then it will base 
its decision on the formula: “success ratio – probability of fear”. If a randomly generated creature has only desire then it will base its 
decision on the formula: “success ratio + probability of desire”. If for a creature and a given (distance, velocity) combination the 
value of the respective formula is less than zero, then the creature will not attempt to cross the highway under this condition and it 
will wait for a configuration for which the value of the formula is non-negative. For each (distance, velocity) pair at each time step 
the numerator in the success ratio is the value from the knowledge base table corresponding to this (distance, velocity) pair at this 
time; i.e. it is the number of “successful crossing” minus the number of “unsuccessful crossings” for this (distance, velocity) pair up 
to this time. The denominator is the total number of creatures who have crossed successfully the highway regardless of the (distance, 
velocity) combination up to this time; i.e. it is the number describing the creatures’ entire population success up to this time. If for 
some (distance, velocity) configuration at the start, all creatures are struck/killed then the ratio becomes -5/0”. In this case, we set 
the success ratio to zero since “division by zero” is undefined. 
2.3. Model main simulation loop 
After the program reads in the configuration and knowledge base files described above, it executes the main simulation loop of the 
model once for every time step in the simulation. There are several tasks that have been broken down into functions at each time step 
to make the code modular and readable. These tasks are: (1) to generate cars at each lane of the highway using the car creation 
probability; (2) to generate creatures at each crossing point using the creature creation probability; (3) to update the car speeds (this 
accelerates the cars according the Nagel-Schreckenberg model, [10]); (4) to move the creatures from the crossing point queues into 
the highway, if the decision algorithm indicates this should occur; (5) to move the cars on the highway. This includes passing other 
cars. It also includes the logic to check if any creature has been struck; (6) to advance the current time step. After the simulation has 
been completed, the results are written to output files using an output function.  
3. Selected experimental results
We present results of selected experiments showing the learning performance of a population of naïve creatures experiencing
various levels of fear and/or desire when learning to cross a single-lane unidirectional traffic highway under various traffic 
conditions. For each experimental set up the experiment was repeated 30 times for different random seed values. The creatures 
learning performance is measured by throughput of number of creatures crossing a highway at the crossing point 45, corresponding 
to the cell number 45 in the highway; i.e., 337.5m from the beginning of the highway, as each cell represents a segment of a highway 
of 7.5m in length. The throughput is a time depended function defined for every time t as follows: it is the average over the number 
of simulation runs of the number of creatures who crossed successfully the highway up to time t divided by time t. The plots of the 
throughput functions (solid graphs) and their one standard deviations (dotted graphs) displayed in Figure 1 and Figure 2 correspond, 
respectively, to various levels of car traffic density, measured by the car creation probability, p (i.e., p=0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9) in 
each conducted experiment.  
Figure 1 displays the graphs for the experiments when  “erratic” drivers are not allowed on the highway, while Figure 2 displays 
the graphs when they are allowed. In each of these figures the first column displays the graphs of experiments when fear probability 
is 0.0 and desire probability is 1.0, the second column displays the graphs when fear probability is 0.5 and desire probability is 0.5, 
the third column displays the graphs when fear probability is 1.0 and desire probability is 0.0. In each of these figures the rows A and 
C display the results in the case when the knowledge base is not transferred from one experiment to the next one, indexed by car 
creation probability; i.e. in each of these experiments the creatures are born “tabula rasa” and they have to build the knowledge base 
as the simulation progresses. The rows B and D in both figures display the results when at the beginning of a simulation the 
knowledge base is transferred from one experiment to the next one, indexed by the car creation probability p, except for the first one 
corresponding to the car creation probability p=0.1. In this case the creatures are born “tabula rasa” and they have to build their 
knowledge base as the simulation progresses. At the end of the simulation this knowledge base is passed to the population of 
creatures created at the beginning of the next experiment; i.e. to the creatures in the experiment with the car creation probability 
p=0.3. This process is being repeated for the subsequent experiments; i.e. the ones with probability p=0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. Additionally, 
in both figures the rows A and B display the results when the creatures are not allowed to leave their crossing point at 45, while the 
rows C and D display the results when creatures are allowed to leave the crossing point, if they can not cross at the current location, 
in order to search for a better one to cross from.  
   The presented simulation results show that, for the naïve creatures learning to cross the highway, fear has negative effect on the 
throughput and fluctuations of creatures crossing the highway. This conclusion is drawn from comparing the results of the middle 
column with those of the left column and from comparing the results of the right column with those of the middle and the left 
column. The negative effects of fear are particularly noticeable in the case when creatures are not allowed to leave the crossing point, 
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as can be seen from rows A and B in both figures. In the case of rows A (i.e., in the case when creatures are born “tabula rasa” in 
each environment index by car creation probability p) when fear and desire probabilities are 1.0 and 0.0, respectively, the throughput 
graphs’ values decrease almost monotonically with the increases of the values of car creation probability p; i.e. with the increase of 
car traffic density. Also, the fluctuations, measured by standard deviations, increase with the increase of fear and they are much 
stronger in the case when “erratic drivers” are present on the highway, as can be seen from comparing the corresponding results of 
Figure 2 with those of Figure 1. The increase of fluctuations with the increase of fear is particularly noticeable in the case when 
creatures are not allowed to leave the crossing point, as can be seen from the plots of rows A and B in both figures. By comparing the 
results of row A with those of row C (i.e., in the cases when the knowledge base is not transferred from one environment of another 
one) and of row B with those of row D (i.e., in the cases when the knowledge base is transferred from one environment to another 
one) in both figures we observe that allowing creatures to leave the crossing point to look for new locations to cross from improves 
creatures’ throughput of crossing the highway. Thus, creatures’ ability to change the crossing location improves creatures’ population 
success of crossing successfully the highway.  
Fear Prob. = 0.0 
Desire Prob. = 1.0 
Fear Prob. = 0.5 
Desire Prob. = 0.5 
Fear Prob. = 1.0 





Figure 1 -  Plots of throughput (solid graphs) and one standard deviations (dotted graphs) of number of creatures successfully crossing a single lane 
unidirectional highway at crossing point 45, respectively, with car creation probability p = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9. The cars are not allowed to drive “erratically”. The 
values of creatures’ fear and desire probabilities are listed at the top of each column. In rows A and B the creatures are not allowed to change the crossing point 45 to 
another one to cross from. In rows C and D they are allowed. The rows A and C display the results when the knowledge base from one environment to the next one, 
indexed by car creation probability, is not transferred. The rows B and D display the results when it is transferred. 
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Figure 2 - Plots of throughput (solid graphs) and one standard deviations (dotted graphs) of number of creatures successfully crossing a single lane unidirectional 
highway at crossing point 45, respectively, with car creation probability p = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9. The cars are allowed to drive “erratically”. The values of creatures’ 
fear and desire probabilities are listed at the top of each column. In rows A and B the creatures are not allowed to change the crossing point 45 to another one to cross 
from. In rows C and D they are allowed. The rows A and C display the results when the knowledge base from one environment to the next one, indexed by car 
creation probability, is not transferred. The rows B and D display the results when it is transferred. 
By comparing the corresponding results of row A with those of row B and of row C with those of row D in both figures, we 
observe that transferring the knowledge acquired in one environment (i.e., the one with lower car traffic density) to another one (i.e., 
to the one with higher car traffic density) helps creatures to be more successful in crossing the highway in the new environments. 
This is particularly noticeable in the case when creatures experience some degree of fear, as can be seen from the results displayed in 
the middle and the right column in both figures. By comparing the corresponding results of the row B with those of the row D in both 
figures we observe that the transfer of knowledge acquired in one environment to another one is more effective when creatures are 
allowed to leave the crossing point to search for a better one to cross from; i.e. the values of the throughput functions are higher and 
fluctuations are smaller.  Thus, the best strategy for the creatures to learn to cross successfully the highway is to transfer the 
knowledge acquired in one environment to another one (i.e., from one experiment to the next one indexed by car creation probability) 
and additionally, if they cannot cross is to allow the creatures to leave the crossing point to search for a better one to cross from. By 
comparing the results of Figure 1 with the corresponding ones of Figure 2, we observe that the “erratic driving” may affect negatively 
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creatures’ ability to learn to cross successfully the highway, as it is more dangerous and scary to cross when drivers are not 
consistent. 
4. Conclusions and future work
Our simulations show that the creatures' success of crossing a single lane unidirectional highway is influenced by creatures’ fear
and/or desire and by the conditions of the environment. Creatures’ ability to transfer knowledge base acquired in one environment to 
another one combined with creatures’ ability to search for better crossing points improves creatures’ population success of crossing a 
highway. We reported selected results, while more extensive and detailed results will be reported elsewhere. We studied this type of 
social observational learning because it is general and can be applied to many different fields, physical and not physical, e.g. 
economic, organizational, etc. 
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